
Wider Curriculum                                                                        

Objective led 

planning 

THIS PLANNING WILL NOW CARRY OVER THE LAST TWO WEEKS OF TERM 

W/C Monday 1st February – Friday 12th February 

Spring Term 1, 

Text: Supertato and related books  

Focus –Speaking and listening, managing feelings, fine and gross motor skills, ICT, sequencing. 

YOU WILL NOTICE THAT MOST OF THESE ARE THE SAME AS LAST WEEK – THESE 

ACTIVITIES ARE MEANT TO BE WORKED ON OVER LAST WEEK AND THIS – THERE ARE A 

FEW EXTRAS FOR YOU – Technology - Chatterkid and Art – Guiseppe Archimboldo 
Area of Learning Activities Resources/Links 

Personal, Social and 

Emotional 

Development 

Self-confidence and 

self-awareness 

Making Relationships 

Managing feelings 

Objectives: 
Confident to speak to 

others about own needs, 

wants, interests and 

opinions. 

Takes steps to resolve 

conflicts with others 

finding a compromise. 

Understands their own 

actions affect others. 

(40-60) 
 
 

Key message: 

I understand why it is good to be kind and use 

gentle hands. 

Think of a scenario (made up or real) of when 

someone did not use kind hands (you could even 

use evil pea as an example). Discuss what 

happened, how the people involved were feeling 

and think about how you could make it better 

next time. 

Show or read the book ‘Hands are not for hitting’ 

by Martine Agassi, there is a link on Youtube. 

Once you have shared the book and talked about 

it, paint your child’s hands (or draw around them 

on coloured paper) and ask them what they like 

doing e.g. painting, hugging, eating ice-lollies and 

write these words/statements around the hands. 

Next, take some photographs of them doing kind 

and useful things with their hands: helping with 

chores, drawing, brushing their teeth and make a 

‘Hands are not for hitting’ by Martine Agassi 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zg6r-3IWN5U 

 

Paint and paper 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zg6r-3IWN5U


 
 

 
 

display for their bedroom wall or notice board of 

kind hands for when/if ever they need reminding. 

  

 

 

 

Area of Learning Activities Resources/Links 

Physical development 

Moving and handling 

Objectives 
Experiments with 

different ways of 

moving. (40-60) 

Shows increasing 

control over an object 

pushing, patting, 

throwing, catching and 

kicking. 

 

 

 

Different ways of moving 

Can you look up super hero music or theme tunes 

and use some of the Superhero moves you 

thought of last week to move along to the music. 

You could even make up your own routine or 

design a dance for Supertato to do. 

 

You can continue with your daily challenge from 

last week remember: 

Set a timer for 1 minute – how many star jumps 

can you do in this time? 

Do this every day at the same time if you can to 

see if you can improve your stamina – do you 

manage to increase how many star jumps you do 

in 1 minute by the end of the week. Ask your 

grown up to join in too. 

 

Can you pretend a ball is Evil Pea? Can you 

remember the name of this 3D shape? Can you 

make up a story where you have to push, pat, 

throw, catch or kick Evil Pea? Maybe the floor is 

Jelly and Evil Pea does not want to be stuck in 

the jelly again! 

Joe Wicks - you can stream them live on 

Monday/Wednesday and Friday. 

 

Cosmic kids yoga is popular with the children as is  

GoNoodle. 

 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ok7V1pWtRzs&list=PLrhRFOUZWFgicCIN-

zYHq8i7hDCttlVcx 

  

There are lots of videos and ideas on You tube here are 

a few suggestions: 

 

Spiderman theme tune 

Scooby doo theme 

Superheroes Unite 

Let’s be superheroes  

 

Ball 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ok7V1pWtRzs&list=PLrhRFOUZWFgicCIN-zYHq8i7hDCttlVcx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ok7V1pWtRzs&list=PLrhRFOUZWFgicCIN-zYHq8i7hDCttlVcx


 
 

Area of Learning Activities Resources/Links 

Understanding the 

world 

People and 

Communities 

The World 

Objectives: 
Children join in with 

family customs and 

routines (in relation to 

growing veg). (40-60) 

Children look closely at 

similarities and change. 

They make observations 

of plants and explain 

why some things occur. 

(40-60) 

Technology 

Objectives: 
Children can complete a 

simple program on the 

computer (40-60) 

How do they grow? 

This week why not grow your own potato! There 

is an instruction video to watch and although the 

potatoes will take a few months to grow into 

potatoes you can eat, the children will begin to 

notice changes after a couple of weeks. You could 

keep a diary using photographs and notes on how 

it is changing. You could even measure the shoots 

as it grows. 

 

You could extend this learning by looking at the 

fruit and vegetables you have at home. Did you 

grow any yourself? Maybe you know someone who 

has an allotment. If you bought your vegetables, 

look on the packaging, where are they originally 

from? You could plot the countries on a map to 

see how far they have travelled by sticking 

pictures of the items on the country. You could 

even write about it using the computer, adding 

pictures of the fruit growing. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5spUhmGneGwh 

 

Potato 

Cup and water 

Cocktail sticks 

 

 

 

 

 

World Map – included here 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5spUhmGneGwh


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can you use the APP ‘chatterkid’ to make fruit or 

veg talk – see the details opposite 

 

 

 

 
Area of Learning Activities Resources/Links 

Expressive arts and 

design: 

Exploring and using 

media and materials 

Objectives: 
Beginning to build a 

repertoire of songs and 

dances. (40-60) 

Constructs with a 

purpose in mind using a 

variety of resources. 

(40-60) 

Music you are going to listen and move along to 

some Superhero music (link to Physical 

Development). 

 

 

Can you make a trap for Evil Pea? During your 

literacy sessions you would have thought about, 

planned and drew a trap to capture the evil pea 

and now it is time to make it. Use anything you 

can from Lego, to Recycling bottles and boxes, 

string, paper, nature materials from the garden 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials to make a trap. 

Scissors 

Glue 

Cellotape 

Pencils 

 



Objectives: 

Being Imaginative 

Create simple 

representations of 

objects 

Let your imagination go Evil Pea Crazy! Think 

about how you are going to join your materials 

and make sure the Evil Pea can fit inside – maybe 

you could even think of a brilliant name for your 

trap. 

Potato Printing – you can use the potatoes you 

have in your house for printing. Can you ask a 

grown up to help you cut shapes into the potato 

(you could even try and represent our 3D shapes 

we have been looking at in Maths). Can you try a 

repeating pattern maybe you could make a veggie 

pattern you could use your printing to cover your 

evil pea trap! 

 

 

 

A famous Artist – Guiseppe Archimboldo – 

painted a picture of a Roman Emperor using fruit 

and vegetables as features of his face. 

You will be able to see the portraits below. 

I wonder if you could create a fruit and 

vegetable portrait of someone you know in the 

same style. 

What would you use for eyes, mouth, nose, hair 

etc? 

You can cut out the pictures below or draw your 

own versions and cut those out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8zWNA1T5So 

Here is a link that shows you how to do it and gives some 

ideas. 

 

                      
 

 

 

 

Area of Learning Activities Resources/Links 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8zWNA1T5So


Communication and 

Language: 

Understanding 

Speaking 

Objectives: 
Able to follow a story 

without pictures or 

props. (40-60)  

Uses language to 

imagine and recreate 

roles and Introduces a 

storyline into their play. 

(40-60) 

 

Last week was National Storytelling Week and we 

would like you to tell stories to each other 

without using books. If you would like to make 

puppets and props to help that is fine the idea is 

to use your imagination. Please remember: 

Every story needs a beginning, middle and ending. 

Encourage your child to use story language such 

as ‘once upon a time’ and ‘happily ever after’ and 

encourage them to talk in full sentences. Tell the 

same story over again and each time change 

either one word, for example, big to huge and 

nice to gorgeous or change one part, for example, 

a new ending or new character. 

 

You could even retell the story of Supertato or 

create a new adventure for him! 

There is an information sheet with tips on Storytelling 

from the Society of Storytelling included with this 

planning document. I have included their contact details 

and you can check out their website for upcoming events. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



  

 



 



Recommended Timetable; Please be advised that the amount of home learning we are providing is in line with the requirements set out 

by the Government, however we appreciate that you all have other commitments and in many cases more than 1 child to home school. 

Please manage this to suit your needs and circumstances and if you need any further assistance please do not hesitate to contact your 

child’s class teacher. 

Day Subject 

Monday Phonics 

Maths 

Writing activity 

1 other 

Tuesday Phonics 

Maths 

Writing activity 

1 other 

Wednesday Phonics 

Maths 

Writing activity 

1 other 

Thursday Phonics 

Maths 

Writing activity 

1 other 

Friday Phonics 

Maths 

Writing activity 

1 other 
 


